INTRODUCTION
- What does it mean to be a Junior Ranger?
- Park Rules
- Be Safe
- Habitats and Ecosystems

You have to do all of these!

CHECKLIST

HISTORY
- Ohlone Land Acknowledgement
- Linking the Past and Present
- Stuck in the Past

REDWOOD
- Redwood Bingo
- Explore the Redwoods
- Tree Rings

INTERTIDAL
- Read the Tides
- Protect the Harbor Seals!
- Best Beaks

RIPARAIN
- Riparian Bingo
- Watershed Maze
- Animal Detective

GRASSLAND
- Grassland Bingo
- Checkerspot Butterfly Origami
- Grassland Crossword

OAK WOODLAND
- Oak Woodland Bingo
- Senses Exploration
- ID a Tree

SCRUB/CHAPARRAL
- Scrub/Chaparral Bingo
- Fire Ecology Word Choice
- Animal Diner
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- Scrub/Chaparral Bingo
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Remember you have to do at least 2 groups or 6 activities!